RECOGNITION
& BENEFITS
Name recognition on the Wall of
Philanthropy in the Hospital’s
Waterfall Atrium
An invitation to exclusive Galen
Society events with Virginia
Hospital Center’s President & CEO

Dr. Denise Bruner and Dr. Paul Schipper at the annual
Holiday Party (2019)

Complimentary parking at Virginia
Hospital Center
25% off Hospital fitness and
wellness classes
Special amenities during hospital
stays

(L-R) Donna Scott, Kay Nassetta, Mary Ellen Gannon,
Robin Norman Depaoli at the annual Friends of
Nursing Awards Ceremony (2019)

JOIN US
To join The Galen Society or to
become a member of the Leadership
Committee, please contact Colleen
Hughes, at 703.717.4424 or
chughes@virginiahospitalcenter.com.

THE
GALEN
SOCIETY
Established 1992

ABOUT THE
GALEN SOCIETY
The Galen Society is a group of
community leaders who value having
an independent, not-for-profit Hospital
in their backyard. They proudly
support the best patient care for all
through their philanthropic giving to
Virginia Hospital Center.
This distinctive recognition society is
named in honor of Galen (130-200 AD),
a Greek physician renowned for his
understanding of anatomy and
physiology far ahead of his time.

CREATING AN
IMPACT
Over the past decade, Galen Society
members have raised funds that provided:
Over 10,000 vaccines to uninsured and
underserved children in Arlington
Counseling, nutrition classes and other
social services to patients receiving
oncology treatment
Robotic surgery training for surgical
residents
Private rooms for all growing families in
the Mother & Infant Unit
Increased capacity for trauma cases in
the Emergency Department

(L-R) Dr. David Lee and Dr. Russ
McWey at the Medical & Surgical
Unit Renovation Tour (2020)

"The Virginia Hospital Center's
membership in the Mayo Clinic Care
Network, its caliber of nurses and
its new Level II Trauma designation
are just three reasons why we put
the care of our families in its
capable hands."
- Allison Blake and Justin Miller
2020 Cochairs, Galen Society Leadership Committee

ELIGIBILITY
To become a member of The Galen
Society, an individual or family makes a
one-time gift or pledge of at least
$25,000 or through reaching $25,000 in
their cumulative giving.*
Once an initial Galen Society pledge is
fulfilled, we ask members to continue
their support annually at the level of
$1,000 or above to ensure sustainability
and keep Virginia Hospital Center an
independent Hospital for the
community.
*This giving threshold update occurred in 2019 and
members who committed to a pledge of $10,000 or
reached the $10,000 cumulative giving threshold
before 2019 are lifetime Galen Society members.

Amélie and Charles Cagle at the Mayo Clinic
Care Network Membership Celebration (2020)

